Performace Comparison of Network Layouts with Mobile Users under Different Resource Scheduling Techniques in Downlink LTE
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Abstract—LTE-A addresses the challenges of coverage block holes and increase in user density with new features, such as small cell and femto cell. Small cell can be an inexpensive substitute to macro cell in coverage depleted areas. In contrast, heterogeneous network using femto cells with its ubiquitous coverage, can deliver high-speed data. Resource scheduling algorithm has an important role in determining the overall system performance. Several schedulers are available whose performance ranges from maximizing UE throughput to achieving the best fairness. UE mobility significantly affects the performance of different network topologies and various scheduling algorithms. In this paper, we have evaluated and compared various LTE downlink performance parameters between small cell network and heterogeneous network to conclude which type of network deployment is best suited for mobile users and dense urban environment under different scheduling schemes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

LTE is a 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standard designed to improve system coverage, increase capacity, efficient spectrum utilization, lower latency and high data speed. For downlink transmission Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) scheme is implemented to improve throughput and spectrum efficiency [1]. LTE offers several Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output (MIMO) modes to acquire high-data rate and better spectral efficiency. A maximum data rate of 326.4Mbps and 86.4Mbps can be achieved in the downlink and uplink respectively for a 20MHz channel [2]. Conventional macro cell network experiences several problems for seamless coverage especially in urban environments. Moreover with ever-escalating user density, capacity exhaustion of macro cells is inevitable. To overcome these obstacles for better User Equipment (UE) performance LTE introduced multiple features [3]. The potential aspects in the latest 3GPP releases are femto cell and small cell to meet high traffic demand and better network coverage. Femto cell is used in conjunction with macro cell forming a Heterogeneous Network (HetNet) which is flexible and provides a uniform broadband experience. Femto cells act as low power base stations (BSs) extending network coverage for the UEs. This provides substantial gain in UE data rate and improves the spectral efficiency. Therefore by inserting femto cells into the existing macro cell network in an unplanned manner, significantly enhances the capacity of wireless networks. Small cell is based on macro structure with smaller cell radius and comparative low transmission power. This establishes a network with a high concentration of BSs in the given area. Its network architecture is flexible thus can be used to form seamless network coverage between high rise buildings.

One of the key system parameters is resource scheduling which distribute system resources among active UEs. It is done in the medium access control (MAC) layer of the BS. The scheduling method affects the UE and cell throughput therefore the type of scheduling technique has a significant impact on the system efficiency. Several resource scheduling algorithms are available each with their own merits and demerits. Among them the most popular are proportional fair (PF) and Round Robin (RR).

A significant contributor that limits the system efficiency is UE velocity. Many re-searches have been conducted on the performance of various scheduling schemes [4-7]. The potential use of small cells in outdoor environments and indoor environments are being investigated [8-9]. Small cell outdoor deployment for optimized UEs throughput is discussed in [10]. Femto cell deployment architectures and its benefit are discussed in [11].

In this paper, we have compared several downlink performance parameters (Average UE throughput, Cell edge throughput and Spectral efficiency) between Small cell Network (ScNet) and HetNet under different scheduling schemes to assess which network type provides better UE performance for a wide range of UE velocity. Also we have calculated the Area throughput under both ScNet and HetNet to determine which network type is suitable to provide better network performance in terms of the geometrical area covered by the networks. This is necessary to find which network topology is suitable for a densely populated region. Furthermore, we have analyzed and compared the effect of UE density on the network and UE performances under low, medium and high UE velocities.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section II the ScNet and HetNet layouts, different scheduling schemes and various performance metrics are presented. Simulation setup and analysis of the performance metrics are
discussed in section III. Finally the conclusions are drawn in section IV.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Models

To compare the performance of ScNet and HetNet distinct strategies were employed. Fig. 1(a) illustrates the ScNet deployment strategy with UE positions. In our simulation we have designed a ScNet comprising of 19 BSs, forming a hexagonal geometry, with an inter BS separation of 150m. Each small cell has a BS with tri-sector antennas. Fig. 1b demonstrates the HetNet deployment plan with UE positions. Here we have a macro cell with 19 BSs and 20 femto cells. The inter BS distances in the macro cell is 500m and have tri-sector antennas whereas femto cells have single antennas respectively.

B. Resource Scheduling

PF and RR algorithm are employed to schedule data transfer among the users. PF technique maximizes total data rate while at the same time allows a minimal level of service to all the users, hence achieving a high throughput with a desirable fairness index. The scheduling procedure is based upon user prioritization where each user is set a priority coefficient according to the priority function:

$$P = \frac{T^{\alpha}}{R^{\beta}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $T$ is the achievable throughput for a UE in a particular time slot and $R$ is the average data rate of the UE. The parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are used to tune the fairness of the scheduler. For PF scheduling algorithm $\alpha \approx 1$ and $\beta \approx 1$ [12].

RR algorithm does not prioritize among the UEs and allows all the UEs to share the channel in a cyclic order. As channel conditions are not taken into account this technique provides the best fairness but a lower UE throughput. For RR scheduling algorithm $\alpha = 0$ and $\beta = 1$.

C. Key Performance Indicators

1) Average UE throughput: In a cellular network UEs are located randomly relative to the base station. UEs in the vicinity of a base station have the highest SINR and this decrease with an increase in distance away from the base station. Thus UEs under a single base station have a wide range of SINR. As UE data rate depends on its channel quality which is determined by the SINR received by the UE, therefore a wide SINR range received by the UEs results in a high UE throughput diversity. Therefore for a better understanding on the impact of network topologies on user throughput performance average UE throughput ($T_{avg}$) is considered and is defined as:

$$T_{avg} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} T_k}{n}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $T_k$ is the total throughput for $k^{th}$ user and $n$ is the total number of users.

2) Cell edge throughput: The strength of the transmitter signal is weakest at the edge of a cell. This region also receives a fair amount of signal from its neighboring cell introducing inter-cell interference that further degrades network performance limiting the user throughput. Therefore to achieve ubiquitous network coverage for mobile users and to avoid call drop during cell handover it is imperative to maintain a minimum throughput. Cell edge throughput is defined as the 5th percentile of the UE throughput empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF).
3) **Area throughput:** Average UE throughput reflects on the UE performances only. A new parameter, area throughput \(T_{area}\), is introduced to gain an insight on the performance of different radio planning strategies under various user densities. Area throughput is calculated as:

\[
T_{area} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} T_k}{\text{geometrical area}}
\] (3)

4) **Spectral efficiency:** Spectral utilization depends on wireless technologies and requires a specific spectrum based parameter for comparison. An effective way is to measure the spectral efficiency which indicates the rate at which data is transferred over a given bandwidth and is defined as:

\[
S = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} T_k}{W}
\] (4)

where \(T_k\) is the throughput for \(k^{th}\) user and \(W\) is the system bandwidth.

III. **Simulation Results and Discussion**

A. **Simulation Setup**

LTE system level simulator was used to simulate ScNet and HetNet [13]. Simulation was carried out using a total number of 570 UEs randomly placed within the simulation geometries for a velocity range of 0-125 kmph. For UE mobility we have considered the random walk model. Multiple MIMO techniques are available e.g. transmit diversity (TxD), closed loop spatial multiplexing (CSLM) to improve the overall UE throughput. In this paper we have considered the TxD mode for a 2x2 MIMO system, to compare the various throughputs between ScNet and HetNet, because of its robustness under different fading scenarios. Link quality prediction in response to UE SINRs was performed using the mutual information based effective SINR mapping (MIESM) procedure as it is more accurate than some other well-known methods such as exponential effective SINR mapping (EESM) [14-15]. Resource scheduling procedure for the UEs has to address the tradeoff between throughput and fairness. RR provides best fairness at the expense of a lower throughput. In contrast PF provides a higher throughput with an acceptable fairness index therefore PF was used for UE resource scheduling [16]. In HetNet, homogeneous spatial distribution of femto cells is considered.

Macroscopic pathloss model of urban environment considered for both femto cells and macrocell BSs are given below [17]:

\[
L = 40 \left(1 - 4 \times 10^{-3} h_{BS}\right) \log_{10} (R) - 18 \log_{10} (h_{BS}) + 21 \log_{10} (f) + 80 dB
\] (6)

where \(R\) is the BS-UE separation in kilometers, \(f\) is the carrier frequency in MHz and \(h_{BS}\) is the height of BS in meters. Additional simulation parameters implemented are tabulated in Table-I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel model</td>
<td>WINNER+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>900MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>10MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of transmitter</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of receiver</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission mode</td>
<td>Transmit diversity (TxD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS height</td>
<td>20m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS power</td>
<td>45dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver height</td>
<td>1.5m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive RI</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna azimuth offset</td>
<td>30°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Gain</td>
<td>15dBi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS Transmitter power</td>
<td>45dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femto cell transmission power</td>
<td>10 (Watts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>10 TTI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. **Results Analysis**

The simulation results suggest that average UE throughput, depicted in Fig. 2(a), for HetNet is higher than ScNet. This may be due to the additional low power BSs in HetNet that improves the rate at which data is transmitted to the UEs. Moreover, the result of the ScNet indicates its independency to the type of scheduler used to allocate resource to users. Also the result of the HetNet implies that RR scheduler is more robust to UE mobility and provides better throughput for mobile users.

![Fig. 2(a): Average UE throughput in ScNet and HetNet for mobile users.](image-url)
high velocity users because it does not consider the UE channel quality. The results of the average cell edge throughput shown in Fig. 2(b) for ScNet demonstrates similarities for both types of scheduler. In contrast to ScNet, where the edge throughput reduces to zero for high velocity users, HetNet under RR scheduling technique is able to provide a fair amount of data rate to its cell edge users under a diverse range of velocities. This is significant to obtain a seamless network that can avoid call drop due to the lack of data rate during cell handovers. Area throughputs for different network layouts under multiple scheduling schemes are shown in Fig. 2(c). It is evident that ScNet provides higher throughput per unit coverage area but this is sensitive to UE mobility and the area throughput decreases with an increasing UE velocity. On the other hand HetNet delivers almost similar area throughput for a wide range of velocities and is not significantly affected by UE mobility. Moreover the results show that area throughput is not affected by the type of scheduling algorithm. Fig. 2(d) stipulates that bandwidth is more efficiently utilized in HetNet for data transfer, since it supports more BSs for this purpose. The spectral efficiencies attained for different scheduler types are similar in ScNet. On the contrary, in HetNet PF provides higher efficiency for low velocity users but for high velocity case RR dominates. Fig. 3(a) shows that for pedestrians the average UE throughput decreases with increase in UE densities. For either scheduler HetNet achieves a better performance than ScNet, due to the presence of more BSs. In terms of scheduler performance PF provides higher UE throughput in both the networks even for high UE densities. For medium UE velocity the average UE throughput declines comparatively faster with an increase of UE densities as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). In this scenario also HetNet dominates ScNet and RR scheduler achieves better UE performance in either networks. Both networks reach saturation in terms of UE throughput for higher UE densities in which case PF and RR provides similar data rate to the UEs. HetNet for high UE velocity also provides a higher throughput than ScNet and experiences a declining pattern.
similar to low and medium velocities, depicted in Fig. 3c, with increase in UE densities. But in case it is apparent that RR technique outperforms PF for low UE densities in both types of network layouts. Again for high UE densities the UE throughput saturates and produces similar throughput performances for both PF and RR scheduling scheme. The effect of UE densities on mean cell edge throughput are illustrated in Fig. 3(d)-(f). It can be seen that the data rate at cell edge decreases with the increase in UE densities and HetNet provides better cell edge throughputs from low to high UE densities at all velocities. Moreover for pedestrians only PF performs better than RR in either network. For medium to high UE velocities RR significantly dominates PF and the latter produces null throughput in both the network layouts. HetNet under RR achieves a very low cell edge throughput even for high UE densities. In contrast ScNet works better for low UE densities and the cell edge throughput decrease at high UE densities.
IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have developed the simulation environment for HetNet using femto cell and ScNet where we simulate for two different resource scheduling algorithms under UE mobility. Simulation results revealed that average UE throughput under HetNet is higher than ScNet. Moreover RR achieves better UE performance for high velocities and in HetNet provides an acceptable throughput at cell edges over a larger range of UE velocities which PF in HetNet and ScNet under both scheduling algorithm fails to achieve. On the other hand if throughput density is considered then ScNet outperforms HetNet even considering for mobile UEs. Therefore ScNet can be considered in densely populated areas, where network exhaustion is more of a concern than UE performance, using either PF or RR. In contrast if better UE performance is required at high velocities than HetNet can be used under RR scheduling to avoid call drops at cell edges and to achieve high UE throughput. In addition HetNet performs better for higher user densities and under RR provides higher UE performance than PF at high velocities. In terms of average UE throughput at high velocity and for high UE density both schedulers have similar performances. HetNet also provides better cell edge throughput than ScNet for high UE densities and RR performs best in case of cell edge throughput for densely populated high velocity UEs.
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